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Wanted: A Secure, Easy to Deploy
and Use Web Conferencing Solution
each employed by more than two-thirds of survey
respondents. But beyond that pockets of users are
finding creative applications for the technology, often
uses that are specific to their businesses.
In health care, some are using Web conferencing
for remote clinic support and in-home doctor
consults. Manufacturers use it to share CAD drawings
and foster better communications with employees
on the factory floor. Educational institutions use Web
conferencing for e-learning, online seminars, virtual
classrooms, remote tutoring and more. Government
agencies employ the technology for secure online
team meetings, the survey shows.

Web conferencing is now nearly ubiquitous, with
small businesses to large enterprises employing it
regularly for a multitude of purposes. Indeed, the use
of Web conferencing has evolved from the traditional
webinars, training and sales presentations to more
involved, vertically aligned uses that demonstrate
how the technology has grown over the years.
At the same time, a recent survey by IDG
Research Services shows that some concerns over
the technology remain, especially for these newer,
nontraditional uses. The two biggest concerns
revolve around security and ease of use and
administration, the survey shows. These findings
hold true no matter whether users are employing a
hosted cloud-based service or an on-premise Web
conferencing solution.
The ease-of-use issue prompted Barr Snyderwine,
CIO with the trade show and event company
Hargrove Inc., to switch Web conferencing providers
within the last two years. “We’re really trying to
integrate with customers, to make it easy for them to
log in to meetings,” Hargrove says. “Everyone wants
that easy button,” he says.

Old dog with new tricks
at your side

That’s especially important as companies are
finding new uses for Web conferencing. Training,
videoconferencing and webinars are still the top uses,

Roy Luce, principal with Long Pier Solutions,
uses it to help with implementation and training for
customers of the software it sells to manufacturers,
which bolts on to their ERP systems. “Travel to
a client site can get expensive and really timeconsuming,” Luce says. Web conferencing enables
him to look over a customer’s shoulder and guide that
person through an installation process, for example.
“I can do it almost on the spur of the moment.”
Like more than half of all survey respondents
(54%), Luce uses a public Web conferencing solution,
while 32% use a private cloud option and 31% use
a non-cloud, third-party solution. But of those users
who definitely plan to evaluate other solutions over
the next year, an even half plan to look at private
cloud options, while 43% will be vetting public cloud
solutions.

Ease of use and security top list of
concerns

The top challenges and concerns with respect to Web
conferencing are user adoption and training (46%),
followed closely by data security (43%). Solution
administration is next at 31%, followed by solution
installation and integration (26%). That means three
of the top four concerns are wrapped up in ease-ofuse issues.
Interestingly, respondents who already have a
Web conferencing solution but are evaluating other
options are even more concerned about solution
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installation and integration, with 46% citing it as a
concern. That shows the premium respondents place
on ease of use – and perhaps some dissatisfaction
with how their current product fares in that regard.
“For me, ease of use means once everybody is
on the system, is it easy for you to do the things you
need to do in a presentation,” Luce says. “Can you
mark up the screen and highlight what you’re talking
about? Is it easy to do that kind of thing?”

OmniJoin from Brother fits the bill

One Web conferencing solution that addresses
concerns about security as well as ease of use is
OmniJoin from Brother. OmniJoin is available in both
public cloud and private cloud versions, each built
with military-grade security in mind. OmniJoin offers
end-to-end encryption of Web conferences, multiple
layers of online meeting passwords and host controls.
They can also be configured to comply with company

Whether you opt for the public or private cloud version, you’ll find it’s
simple to deploy and use, highly secure and ready to take on whatever
application you need.
With respect to security, IDG survey respondents
have a number of concerns. The top two are locating
and storing shared documents and recordings, cited
by nearly half of respondents (49%), followed by
encryption (47%).
For Snyderwine, the issue comes down to data
loss prevention. “The real issue is someone sharing
something they shouldn’t,” he says. “We do have
some information that we need to keep secure.”
The third-most often cited concern, noted by
38% of respondents, is controlling access to virtual
meeting rooms. While that isn’t “super high” on
Snyderwine’s list, he says controlling access is
indeed important. “You don’t want people attending
the wrong meetings.”
That’s especially true if your company has
concerns about complying with various regulations,
an issue cited by 31% of respondents. Rounding out
the list are concerns over password management
(25%) and deprovisioning users (24%).
When it comes to the criteria by which survey
respondents evaluate Web conferencing providers,
the same themes of ease of use and security
come to the fore. Ease of use is cited by nearly all
respondents (96%), along with ease of deployment
and administration (87%). Nearly three-quarters
of respondents (72%) cite data security and 61%
mention having a high degree of control over where
data is stored and the ability to deactivate certain
features, both of which are essentially security
concerns.

security policies, including firewall rules and proxy
compliance.
Users with even more stringent security concerns
can opt for the private cloud option. Installed behind
the corporate firewall, the private cloud option gives
users control over the location of stored documents
and recordings. It also supports standardized
meeting room policies, making it simple to ensure
certain rooms always have the highest level of
security. Further, it can synchronize with Active
Directory to take advantage of existing policies
around user access rights and single sign-on.
Both OmniJoin versions are also inherently easy
to deploy and use, with no special hardware required.
They also include a bevy of features and tools
that will make it simple for attendees to effectively
collaborate, including pointing and annotation tools,
distribution of handouts and the sharing of virtually
any file type, including WMV and MP4 video files.
If yours is one of the many companies evaluating
a new Web conferencing solution, take a look at
OmniJoin. Whether you opt for the public or private
cloud version, you’ll find it’s simple to deploy and
use, highly secure and ready to take on whatever
application you need.
To learn more, visit: www.omnijoin.com

